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This certification provides a detailed overview of:
• The UA Series eTest Cup
• Rapid eTest Cup immunoassay strips
• When to read a UA Series eTest cup
• How to read a UA Series eTest cup
This course was created to help technicians produce the best possible
results when manually reading & documenting a rapid UA Series eTest Cup.
After completing this workbook & passing the final exam, Labb technicians
will receive:
1. A free digital certification award signifying the successful completion of
this Level Two training course.
2. Unlocked access to Direct Read technology.

UA Series POCT - Overview
The UA Series - is a rapid urine drug test cup (POCT or Point Of Care Test) designed to be
used with the Labb Station system or read manually by a technician. The UA Series eTest
Cup is a one-step test which means no secondary activation is required for specimen
analysis to begin.
UA Series eTest Cups are uniquely marked with a security QR code as shown below.

CLOSURE - Click to Close
DESIGNED FOR IN-DEVICE CONFIRMATION

QR CODE - Unique Identifier
USED FOR SECURITY, DEVICE ID, & DRUG ORDER

DRUGS - Abbreviation Key
DISPLAYS DRUGS ORDER & POSITION

RESULT WINDOW - Test Results
ACTIVE AREA WHEN TEST LINES APPEAR

RESULT WINDOW DECAL - Removable
REMOVABLE DECAL TO VIEW & INTERPRET DRUGS

Terminology:

POCT - stands for Point of Care Test. A POCT is a generic term for a variety of rapid tests such as pregnancy,
ovulation, strep A, Covid & drug tests. POCT will always mean drug test in this & other Labb certifications.

The UA Series POCTs
UA Series Cups are available in a variety of panel configurations, FDA classification & the
number of sides used to hold strips.
The following is a listing of the UA Series eTest Cup that may be encountered when
conducting a direct read.

Workplace Drug Tests

Urine Drug Test Cups - single-sided
UA:06A - 6 panel - single assay
UA:08A - 8 panel - single & double assay
UA:10A - 10 panel - single & double assay
UA:12A - 12 panel - single, double, & triple assay
UA:12B SVT - 12 panel* - single & double assay
UA:13A SVT- 13 panel* - single & multi assay

Forensic Drug Tests

Urine Drug Test Cups - double-sided
UA:14A - 14 panel - single assays
UA:16A - 16 panel - single & double assay
UA:18A - 18 panel - single & double assay
UA:18B SVT - 18 panel* single & double assay

Terminology:

Assay - is the term used to represent the combination of a drug test & control line. The THC assay
is the combination of the THC test line & corresponding control line.

The Assay (drug) Key
The Assay Key is the dark gray box directly above the result window. This key provides
information on the assay strip location & position. The Assay Key is critical when interpreting
results manually.
IMPORTANT: The top abbreviation “c” refers to the control line. The control line is not a drug test assay
& must be visible before reading the test lines.

DOUBLE ASSAY - POCT STRIP
INCLUDES 2 TEST LINES & 1 CONTROL LINE

SINGLE ASSAY - POCT Strip
INCLUDES 1 TEST LINE & 1 CONTROL LINE

C
COC
AMP

Terminology:

Control Line - is the line farthest from the source of the specimen. For the UA Series POCTs, the
control line “c” is the top line of each strip.

The Test Strips
The US Series Cups
eTest Cups are made up of two primary components, the device housing & the POCT strips.
Device Housings is the plastic structure that holds the POCTs strips to maximize specimen contact while
minimizing collector exposure.
POCT Strips are the active element that enables a POCT to detect drugs & drug metabolites.

DEVICE HOUSING

POCT DRUG TEST STRIPS

POCT SVT STRIP

UA Series Housing

UA Series Strips

UA Series Strips

UA Series Strips

Seven Strips

Single Assay

Double Assay

Triple Assay

Drug Test or SVT strips

1 control line
1 test line

1 control line
2 test lines

1 control line
3 test lines

UA Series Strips

Triple Assay
1 control line
2 test lines

The POCT Strips
The POCT strips are the “active” component that allows a POCT to detect drugs & drug
metabolite. They are comprised of complex chemicals & special lateral flow materials.
The diagram below illustrates the basic components of a single-assay POCT strip. The UA Series
POCT strips are carefully engineered to detect drugs & drug metabolites at a specific cut-off
level.
IMPORTANT: This detection of drugs at a specific cut-off level is based on a known volume of
specimen passing through a test line over a period of “5-minutes”.

Reading POCT early - If a POCT is read at too early, specimens with drug concentrations
below the stated cut-off levels are likely to appear non-negative.
IMPORTANT: Only record results as non-negative if a test line fails to appear after 5-minutes. In some
cases, a test line may appears in up to 8-minutes on negative specimens. There are a variety of reasons
for slow or delayed test line development. (See Level Three Certification)

Terminology:

Level Three Certification - Is an expert level training course that includes decades of industry experience in POCT technology, expert
collection techniques, suspect specimen identification, rapid vs lab testing, drugs & drug classes, cut-off levels, & much more.

eTest Cup Development Time
When to Interpret
Knowing when to read a POCT & setting a policy around interpretation is key to accuracy.
Reading POCTs early will eventually cause erroneous results.

All test lines begin as non-negative - Before a specimen is voided into the UA Series eTest Cup, all test
lines are non-negative & will remain non-negative until enough specimen travels through the strips.

UA Series - less than 15 seconds

UA Series - 1.25-minutes

Non-negative & invalid

Non-negative & invalid

0 control line
0 test lines

1 control line
11 test lines

Terminology:

Invalid Results - is a rapid drug test that fails to work properly & is identified by a missing “C” or control line.
Invalid results in urine testing is rare.

The Window of Accuracy
The time period after the donor specimen makes contact with the test strips when a UA Series
eTest is “Extremely Likely” to generate & display the most accurate results is called the Window
of Accuracy.
The graph below details the performance & stability of the UA Series POCT test lines at given
intervals. Internal audits have shown peak readability occurs at 8-minutes.
To learn more about the Window of Accuracy & other expert level knowledge, take the Expert 301 Certification.

Terminology:

Peak Readability - is the point in which a UA Series eTest Cup has developed enough that allowing for additional
development time is extremely unlikely to yield a more accurate result.

How to Read a POCT
UA Series POCT Interpretation - The accuracy of rapid drug testing comes down to the
manufacturer’s ability to produce a quality device & the technicians ability to understand the
test they are using. Knowing how the rapid test performs is one of the key to better results.
Below are some important tips that may help when attempting to interpret a UA Series eTest
Cup manually. Keep in mind that it is always acceptable to send a specimen out to the lab if
something appears to be wrong.

TIP ONE - Wait 5-Minutes
Do not look at the results before 5-minutes. If you have the ability to wait, do it. The biggest issue in rapid
drug testing is early interpretation.

TIP TWO - If you can’t see it, it’s not a line
If you have waited 5-minutes & still find yourself guessing, the result is non-negative & should be sent to the
lab for confirmation. It is your job to identify clear negatives. If it is not clearly negative, it is non-negative.

TIP THREE - Do not guess or ask other to guess for you
If you have waited 5-minutes & you still find yourself wanting to ask another individual for assistance, it is
non-negative. It is your job to find clear negatives. Do not guess & do not ask others to guess for you.

TIP FOUR - Isolate the strip or assay in question
If you have waited 5-minutes & you think a line is visible, use two pieces of white paper to block non-target
strips. Looking at the target strip alone can improve readability. If after 5-minutes & blocking non-target strips, the
result is not clear, the result is non-negative.

TIP FIVE - Run another drug test
If you have waited 5-minutes & it appears the multiple test & control lines are lighter than usual, you may wish to
collect another specimen & use another eTest cup. You may not want to transfer the specimen. If the specimen is
adulterated, transferring the specimen to a new cup will yield the same or similar result. Using a new eTest Cup
along with a new specimen collection will help rule out potential adulteration & device malfunction at the same
time.

Terminology:

Clear Negative - is a negative rapid drug test result that exhibits normal biological properties (as tested by SVT) and
whereby all test lines are easily visible by all collectors.
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• Reading a One Drug Strip
The top line is always the control line & the bottom
line is always the test line. In this example of a THC
assay, the bottom test line is THC.
Light & dark test lines should be considered negative.
NEGATIVE

NON-NEGATIVE

INVALID

2 Lines
Regardless of line
Intensity

Missing “THC”
test line

Missing “C” or
control line

C
THC

• Reading a Two Drug Strip
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The top line is always the control line & the middle &
bottom lines are always the test lines. In this THC &
COC example, THC is the center line and COC is the
bottom line
Light & dark test lines should be considered negative.

• Reading a Three Drug Strip

NEGATIVE

NON-NEGATIVE

INVALID

3 Lines
Regardless of line
Intensity

Missing 1 or 2
test lines

Missing “C” or
control line
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The top line is always the control line & the two
middle & bottom lines are always the test lines. In this
THC, COC, & AMP example, THC is the second line
from the top, COC is the third line from the top, &
AMP is the bottom line
Light & dark test lines should be considered negative.

NEGATIVE

NON-NEGATIVE

INVALID

4 Lines
Regardless of line
Intensity

Missing 1 ,2
or 3 test lines

Missing “C” or
control line

Test Your Ability
Below are four (4) UA Series 13A eTest Cups. Interpret each carefully. Use the key at the bottom
of the page to check your responses. The final exam will have 20 real world eTest cup that
must be accurately interpreted to pass this course.

A.

C.

B.

D.

Rate each POCT above if after waiting 5-minutes, the test lines appears as the do here:

Answer Key: A-Negative B-Non-Negative PPX & PCP
Depending on your monitor, D could also look Invalid.

C- Negative

D-Negative

Conducting a Direct Read

STEP 01

Select the Organization
Using the drop down menu, locate the organization. If the organization has more than one
panel saved, select the desired panel configuration.

SELECT - Organization
LOCATE AUTHORIZING FIRM

SWIPE - Change Products
DISPLAYS RECOMMENDED TEST

• Select Organization

Locate the organization that ordered the drug test.

• Select a Panel Configuration

In most cases, the panel configuration is saved in
the organization’s profile. Labb Station will display
the best testing option based on your inventory.
If more than one panel is saved for an organization,
you may have make a selection.

Terminology:

Organization - is the company that employs or sent the donor for a drug test or specimen collection.

STEP 02
Add Donor

Enter the donor details directly or scan the back-side of the donor’s license or ID card.
Scanning the ID will capture all of their information except phone & email address.

STEP 03

Collect & Secure Donor’s Specimen
Collect the donor’s specimen in a UA Series eTest Cup, verify & Secure.
(See 102UA - UA Series Advanced Collector)

STEP 1 - Turn eTest Cup lid
clockwise until a click is heard.

STEP 3 - Fold the security seal
edges down the sides of cup.

STEP 2 - Remove & position
security seal over the lid as shown.

STEP 4 - Add collection date &
instruct donor to initial seal.

STEP 04

Instruct Donor to Certify Specimen
Ask the donor to review the on-screen details, read the consent & provide an electronic
signature using the on-screen signature pad.

DRUGS - Panel
ALLOW DONOR TO REVIEW LIST

DONOR VERIFICATION - Review
ALLOW DONOR TO VERIFY DETAILS

SIGNATURE - Required
DONOR SIGNATURE REQUIRED

STEP 05
Select Direct Read

When prompted to press Scan, select the Direct button. This will bypass the camera & allow the
collector to manually input the UA Series eTest Cup results.

DIRECT - Tap Button
BYPASS THE LABB SCANNER

STEP 06
Review & Record

Once Direct Read is selected, the preliminary results page will display a selector options for each
drug assay included in the client’s panel configuration. Interpret the eTest Cup & document results
by tapping the select tab next to each assay.

RECORD THC - NEGATIVE
TAP ONCE TO TURN NEGATIVE

• Review & Interpret Assays
Interpret the eTest Cup results

• Record the Results

Add the results found on the UA Series eTest Cup
with the Assay list on the Labb Station App.

Important:

Direct Read Interpretation & Documentation - It is important to remember that there may be more assays on the UA Series eTest Cup
than required to record on the App. You only need to record the assay results listed on the App, not the eTest Cup.

STEP 06

Review & Record - Negative
If all drugs on the eTest Cup are negative, tap the turn to negative switch. This will automatically
convert all buttons to Negative. When complete, document the temperature, and tap “SIGN &
SEND” to report the negative result.

ALL NEGATIVE - TAP
TURN ALL DRUGS TO NEGATIVE

STEP 06

Review & Record - Non-Negative
If all drugs on the eTest Cup are negative, tap the turn to negative switch. This will automatically
convert all buttons to Negative. When complete, document the temperature, and tap “SIGN &
SEND” to report the negative result.

NON-NEGATIVE OPI - TAP
TAP TO TOGGLE BETWEEN NEGATIVE & NON-NEGATIVE

Confirming a Direct Read
Select “Send To Lab” option
Once the results have been documented correctly & one or more of the results are
non-negative, tap the “Send To Lab” button.

NON-NEGATIVE - Send to Lab
If eTest Cup results are non-negative after 5-minutes

STEP 02

Double-check the drugs to confirm
The drugs you selected as non-negative will be preselected for confirmation. Additional
drugs can be selected at this point, however additional charges may apply.

SELECT DRUGS - Send to Lab
SELECT ONLY NON-NEGATIVE DRUGS

Package Your Specimen
Before adding the rapid drug test cup to the FedEx package, you must first place the test cup in the
“Clear” specimen transport bag with absorbent material (white cloth).

TIPS TO PREVENT FAILED TESTS
1. DO NOT INCLUDE PAPERWORK

Labb is a paperless eCCF. Adding paperwork will
slow the process down or cause your sample to be
discarded.

2. SECURE LID CORRECTLY

If the specimen leaks in transit, the specimen will
be discarded & the test will be reported invalid.

3. SECURE WITH TAMPER EVIDENT SEAL
Make sure you have a donor initial & date
security seal.

Terminology:

Clear Specimen Transport Bag - is the first layer of protection outside of a specimen
container designed to help prevent specimen leaking. The clear transport bag with
absorbent material is a shipping requirement for all biological specimens.

Place eTest Cup in Clear Transport Bag
Before sending any specimen to the laboratory, the collection container with specimen must
be adding to a clear specimen transport bag with absorbent material before inserting in the
FedEx Clinical Pack.

SECURITY TAPE - Remove to Close
CLOSE eTEST CUP IN TAMPER EVIDENT BAG

ABSORBENT PAD - Required by FedEx
MUST CONTAIN ABSORBENT PAD

Place Transport Bag in Clinical Pack
Place sealed transport bag with secured eTest Cup in the FedEx Clinical Pack.
Do not add paperwork.

SECURED eTEST - Sealed in Bag
NO PAPERWORK SHOULD BE INCLUDED

Get A Shipping Label
Once your specimen is packed, you can place it in the FedEx overnight Clinical Pack. Your
Labb Station App will keep track of all specimens that you are sending to the laboratory. When
ready to ship all of your specimens, tap the printer icon to view and print your shipping label.

SHIPPING LABEL - Print
Affix label to FedEx clinical pack with clear sleeve

Terminology:

Clinical Pack by FedEx - is a special overnight shipping bag designed specifically for
shipments of biological specimens. Only use authorized specimen packages that say
“Clinical Pack” or Clinical Box” when sending specimens to the lab.

